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TALENT DEVELOPMENT SECONDARY (TDS) 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS DIVISION 

MISSION STATEMENT 

 

RESPONDING TO THE CHANGING NATURE OF LITERACY BY 

PROVIDING STUDENTS WITH SKILLS THAT WILL ENDURE BEYOND 

THE CLASSROOM 

 

Student Discussion Guides are designed to support teachers with organizing literacy instruction to 

respond to the needs of diverse student populations while striving to meet the growing instructional 

demands of state and district college- and career-readiness standards. 

Using whole-class structures, peer discussion, and teacher modeling, this instructional framework affords 

students regular opportunities to engage in oral language, critical analysis, and exploration of information 

extending to real world applications. Students intuitively deepen understanding of content and develop 

their inferring- and evidence-gathering skills through ongoing exposure to inductive learning, a powerful 

strategy underlying higher-order thinking and 21st century skills. Teachers routinely facilitate small-group 

and whole-class discussions to help students apply academic language and develop new insights and 

perspectives as they read various types of authentic texts. Teachers are also encouraged and equipped to 

use a variety of informational texts in conjunction with literary works, and to provide students with the 

skills they need to comprehend these increasingly complex texts. Through reading and writing for 

different purposes and from multiple perspectives, students move toward the self-regulated learning and 

independent thinking required to function in today’s society. 

In the midst of the flow of information surrounding adolescent literacy, we recognize the significant role 

that motivation plays in the lives of adolescent learners. The instructional design and materials used in the 

TDS program enable students to exercise mental processes needed to comprehend, communicate, reason, 

evaluate, and persevere. Students take ownership of learning experiences and make choices within a 

responsive, student-centered classroom environment.  

With the growing demands of the 21st century, the TDS ELA Student Discussion Guides offer flexibility 

and guidance to teachers who seek specific focus and clarity when planning instruction. Teachers are able 

to build instructional modules around core reading selections using existing approaches and activities 

contained in the Student Discussion Guides. This approach helps establish historical and factual 

connections, and addresses specific assessments, standards and skills in the context of teaching the core 

reading selections. Using this method to planning and teaching literacy, classroom teachers and TDS 

instructional support staff can effectively collaborate around core approaches to promote achievement for 

all students in the 21st century.  
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Teacher Manual Components 
 
Student Team Literature (STL) is a comprehensive instructional approach for language arts that uses 
cooperative learning techniques researched and developed at The Johns Hopkins University. STL is used 
by the English Language Arts Division of Talent Development Secondary in the programs it has 
developed to improve the reading and writing skills of high school students. STL is used for a wide span 
of reading levels and can be used to teach literature at every high school grade level. The goal of STL is 
to increase the students’ skills in applying appropriate reading comprehension strategies to diverse texts. 
 
STL focuses on individual literary works and offers two integral parts – a 
partner discussion guide (PDG) for students and a teacher’s manual for each 
PDG. (The PDG is the student’s part of STL, and it is included in the 
teacher’s manual). An overview of the STL cycle is included later in this 
introduction. 
 
STL is used as part of Talent Development Secondary’s Strategic Reading 
(SR), an intervention for challenged readers entering high school. Reading & 
Writing in Your Career (RWYC) is a 10th grade course designed for students 
who may have made gains in their reading in 9th grade with SR, but who are still reading at least two 
years below grade level. Like SR, RWYC is an intensive acceleration course that engages students in 
age-appropriate materials and topics while building their confidence and skill levels. 
 
In RWYC, Focus Lesson time has a heavy emphasis on writing and the developmental springboard 
activities that come before the assignments themselves. In addition, RWYC provides mini-lessons that 
give students guided instruction on different writing skills and techniques. An additional feature in 
RWYC is the investigating learning center that gives students an opportunity to investigate college and 
career information and reference materials. 
 
RWYC has eight core texts that range in reading difficulty, providing teachers with an opportunity to 
choose those selections that are most appropriate to the students’ reading levels. The texts can be 
arranged into three units that parallel the questions: Who am I? Where am I going? How do I get there? 
Besides the core RWYC first semester texts, STL units have been developed to scaffold and 
complement the 10th grade students’ second semester of language arts. Some of the STL units are 
written for required literary works, while others address diverse texts that can be used to supplement the 
students’ required reading. 
 
The teacher’s manual for each PDG contains the following components: 
1)     Preparing to Teach 
2)     Pre-Reading Activities 
3)     Partner Discussion Guide 
4)     Unit Tests 
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The Preparing to Teach component equips teachers to effectively teach the literary work. It includes 
the following sections: 
 

Summary  
This section presents a brief summary of the literary work. 
 
Essential Question 
The Essential Question, based on a subject in the literary work, is a universal question that relates 
the work to a personal, community, or worldwide issue. Exploration of the Essential Question 
enables students to use an inquiry approach to discover the bigger ideas in the literary work and 
connect those ideas to their lives, community, and world. The teacher introduces the Essential 
Question to students while building prior knowledge during the pre-reading activities. The 
Essential Question should be explored during Guided Discussions. Students should be encouraged 
to make connections and revisit the Essential Question during and after reading. Students may be 
required to research the Essential Question as part of an extension activity or as part of a PDG unit 
test. Teachers are encouraged to consider the Essential Questions when building units that include 
district mandates. 
 
Background  
This provides background information necessary for supporting the students’ comprehension of the 
text. It may include suggested readings from reference materials or websites. Teachers share this 
information with students while building prior knowledge during the pre-reading activities. 
 
About the Author  
This is a brief biography of the author. It may include notes about the author’s writing style and a 
partial list of the author’s other works. Teachers share this information with students during the 
Author’s Review. 
 
Bulletin Board  
This section provides suggestions for bulletin boards that will enhance the students’ 
comprehension and appreciation of the literary work.  

 
 
The Pre-Reading Activities prepare students to read the literary work. These activities are facilitated by 
the teacher and include the following sections: 

 
Reading Showcase  
In the first twenty minutes of class, the teacher reads a short selection, while thinking aloud and 
pausing frequently to verbalize a strategy (summarizing, visualizing, predicting, inferring, 
monitoring, vocabulary in context addressing text structure) and/or asking students to reflect on 
application of relevant strategies. This activity is also designed to improve the students’ listening 
and comprehension skills and to help them understand why reading is an interactive process. 
Reading Showcase can be used to preview the literary work that students will encounter during 
STL. RWYC provides teachers with some core texts that can be to be used with Reading Showcase 
activities. These core texts are The Big Picture; Possibilities: A Supplemental Anthology for 
Career Choices and its companion workbook Career Choices; Taste Berries for Teens and its 
companion journal; Teen Ink: Our Voices, Our Visions; You  are Here, This is Now; Life 
Strategies: Doing What Works, Doing What Matters; and Where We Are What We See. 
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Focus Lesson (Mini Lesson) 
This manual provides a few Focus Lessons on the literary techniques, and the reading or writing 
skills and strategies that students will need to understand and apply the literary work. Most of the 
lessons provided in the manual focus on literary techniques that are prominent in the selected text 
and that are featured in the Writer’s Craft. Teachers may use these lessons before, during, or after 
the students read the section in which the instructional techniques appear. Teachers are encouraged 
to create their own Focus Lessons on various topics per the needs of students. When teachers are 
using the writing process, Focus Lessons should target language-related skills.    
 
Author’s Review  
During this activity, the teacher shares About the Author information with students. As an 
additional project, or for extra credit, students may research the author’s background in more 
depth.  
 
Building Prior Knowledge  
During this activity, teachers help to build the students’ background as they prepare to read the 
text. Teachers share background information, introduce the essential question, and give students an 
opportunity to explore topics related to the literary work. Students integrate what they learn from 
this exploration with their previous knowledge and experience to make predictions about the text. 
As teachers prepare for this activity, they should acquire aids to enhance the process of building 
prior knowledge, such as maps and photographs. 
 

The Partner Discussion Guide (PDG) scaffolds students’ reading of the 
literary work. The PDG is a curriculum tool that establishes a structure for 
students that includes before reading, during reading/team practice, and after 
reading activities.  
  

BEFORE READING 
The vocabulary components of the PDG (Vocabulary List, Glossary of 
Starred Words, and Meaningful Sentences for Starred Words) make 
students aware of new and critical words that they will encounter in the 
next reading section. This vocabulary preparation increases the students’ 
fluency and understanding of the text. Teachers should provide explicit 
vocabulary instruction before, during and after reading the core text. 

 
Vocabulary List  
This section provides a list of new words found in the reading selection. It includes words 
that may be difficult for students to say or understand. Providing multiple exposures to key 
vocabulary and facilitating student productions of the words in multiple forms, will help 
students develop semantic awareness and become more precise with word usage. Teachers 
should support students with automatic recognition of words (automaticity) and provide a 
good foundation for word meaning and background knowledge. Strategies for learning 
vocabulary should also be incorporated during the act of reading and monitoring 
comprehension. 
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Glossary of Starred Words  
Approximately 5-10 words in the vocabulary list are starred (*). These are high frequency, 
highly useful words that are targeted so they can become part of the students’ writing 
vocabularies. 
 
Special Glossary  
This section is included as needed. It may contain a list of foreign phrases, geographical 
terms, historical terms, etc. The special words are listed along with definitions.   
 
Meaningful Sentences for Starred Words  
These are sentences written for each of the starred words in the vocabulary list. The 
sentences are “meaningful” in that they provide clues to the meanings of the starred words, 
as they are used in the context of the literary work. These sentences serve as models for the 
meaningful sentences that students will write for each starred word encountered in the text.   
 
Writer’s Craft  
This section defines and explains a particular literary technique that is prominent in the 
section students are about to read. Students are sometimes required to write an answer to a 
question about the literary technique or to participate in a discussion about it. Teachers may 
consider creating a Focus Lesson relating to the technique, if one is not provided in the 
manual. Or teachers may consider creating additional lessons if extra time is required for 
students to master a particular skill or technique. 
 
 

DURING READING/TEAM PRACTICE  
After completing the Before Reading activities, students read a section of the literary work. Then, 
at the appropriate time, teachers instruct students to meet in groups to discuss answers to that 
section’s questions before writing the answers individually. Teachers should keep in mind the 
following strategies as they lead students through this section:  

   Use a variety of reading modes. Students primarily read silently, but the teacher may integrate 
other kinds of reading, such as partner, choral, or small group reading. 

   Check for understanding by creating a few questions to ask about the text before the students 
proceed with their small group discussions. Teachers also need to monitor the ongoing team 
discussions to ensure that students are engaged in meaningful conversations that show 
evidence of constructing meaning and a growing appreciation of the literary work. 

Group Discussion 
 Emphasize the importance of the group discussions and prevent a workbook 

mentality where students’ only concern is writing the “right” answers to the PDG 
questions. Consider using the following management techniques: 

- Require “pencils down” during the discussions, so students do not start writing 
answers until an extensive discussion has been completed. 

- Write the PDG questions on the board or an overhead, rather than handing out the 
DGs that might be used as workbooks. 
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- Refer back to the Essential Question so that students continue to make 
connections between the bigger ideas in the literary work and their lives, 
community, and world. 

 Use individual writing assessments on one or two of the questions, where richness of 
answer merits higher grades.   

 Build social skills necessary for good group discussions prior to using the PDG and 
reinforce these skills during the discussions.  

 
AFTER READING 
These activities are used after students have finished reading and discussing a particular section of 
the literary work and have finished writing their answers to those questions.  

 
Guided Discussion 
After students have completed the Team Practice section, teachers lead them in a 
discussion based on that reading section. The Guided Discussion gives teachers an 
opportunity to assess the students’ comprehension of the text. It also provides an 
opportunity to address the Essential Question as it relates to that section and to explore 
text-related topics in greater depth. Teachers should facilitate dialogue that will lead 
students to extend the meaning of the text. During this activity, teachers should also ask 
students to make predictions about the section they are about to read.  
 
Literature-Related Writing  

 This section contains suggested writing activities related to the literary work. Sample 
springboard activities (also known as writing stimuli) are provided for some writing 
suggestions. A springboard activity stirs the students’ imaginations, providing them with 
ideas and causing them to think in ways that are necessary to approach the assignment. 
Teachers may need to develop their own springboard activity for the writing activity they 
assign. Mini-lessons are also provided for some writing assignments. These mini-lessons 
give students guided instruction on writing skills and techniques. As with the springboard 
activities, teachers may need to develop their own mini-lessons for particular writing 
activities as needed by students. Literature-related writing activities may be completed in 
class or assigned as homework.  

 
Extension Activities  
This section contains extension activities that relate to the literary work. These optional 
activities may be completed in class or assigned as homework.  
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Unit Tests 
Students complete vocabulary and literature tests following each section of the PDG. These tests assess 
the students’ understanding of the reading section they have just completed. However, the final literature 
test is more comprehensive, requiring students to synthesize their understanding of the entire literary 
work. Teachers are encouraged to use the unit tests along with other formative measures when assessing 
the students’ performance. 

 

 
Vocabulary Test  
Students are tested on the meaning of the starred words and their ability to use the starred words in 
meaningful sentences. 
 

Literature Test  
This test contains questions that require students to express a basic understanding of the text, but 
that also require them to use higher levels of thinking such as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. 
The assessment may contain multiple choice, essay, and vocabulary-related questions. Most are in-
class assessments and are open book, requiring students to cite supporting evidence from the 
literary work. In addition, some assessments require research to complete and are designed to be 
completed at home.  
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Pre-Reading 
Activities 

 

 Reading Showcase 
 Author’s Review 
 Prior Knowledge Building 
 Focus Lesson 

 
 

   

During Reading/ 
Team Practice 

 

 Introduce Vocabulary and 
Meaningful Sentences 

 Writer’s Craft 
 Silent/Partner Reading 
 Group Discussion 
 Written Responses 

   

After Reading  

 Guided Discussion 
 Literature-Related Writing 
 Extension Activities 

   

Unit Tests  

 Vocabulary Test 
 Literature Test 
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Preparing to Teach

Summary
Jonas lives in an isolated utopian society where everything is controlled: everyone is told where to go,

what to eat, what to do, and whom to marry. Couples are assigned children, and the elderly are “released”

when they reach a certain age. No one is allowed to have any memories of human history because

memories are thought to cause pain. All members of the community live in contented Sameness, and there

is no war, pain, fear, bad weather, or displeasure of any kind. At the age of twelve, everyone in the

community is assigned an occupation for which they will begin training. Jonas is to be the next Receiver,

the only person in the community allowed to have the memories of the generations before the Sameness

was enforced.  These memories are both happy – sledding down a snowy hill – and painful – soldiers dying

in a Civil War battle. The old Receiver becomes the Giver because he gives all of the memories to Jonas.

Jonas begins to realize that no one in the community experiences real happiness because they do not have

contrasting, unpleasant memories – war, pain, and fear – that allow them to see how wonderful the good

things are. Jonas and the Giver decide that they need to give the memories to everyone in the community

so that everyone can feel happiness, sadness, despair, and love. They concoct a plan in which Jonas will

secretly leave the community because, if Jonas leaves, the memories that the Giver has given him will

gradually disperse throughout the community.

Jonas is forced to flee the community earlier than planned because, Gabriel, a baby who has been living

in Jonas’ house, has been scheduled to be released – put to death – the next morning. To save Gabriel,

Jonas leaves the community that night with the baby in tow. As they travel farther and farther in search of

a new community in which to live, Jonas begins losing the memories that the Giver has given him; he

knows his memories are fading because they are being transferred to the people in his old community.

Jonas and Gabriel’s food supply gets dangerously low, and Jonas begins to fear that they will die on their

journey. However, as Jonas and Gabriel crest a hill, Jonas sees – or thinks he sees – a village with

Christmas lights in the house windows. Jonas and Gabriel head toward the world for which they have been

desperately searching, and Jonas hopes that his departure finally provides his old community with the

happiness and humanity it has been sorely lacking.

Essential Question 
Jonas lives in a community where every facet of life is strictly controlled so that people live without fear,

pain, or discomfort. Life is completely predictable. After Jonas begins receiving the memories of past

generations, he discovers a richness of emotions – both good and bad – that he has never experienced

before. Clearly, he prefers this life of deeper emotions in spite of its drawbacks. This contrast between a

perfect, but shallow, unchanging lifestyle with one that is richer, deeper, but less perfect, is a main focus

of the novel. This topic can be explored by addressing the essential questions, “To what extent is social

control necessary to protect and enhance people’s lives? Under what circumstances does social control

deny people freedom and rob them of their happiness and individuality?

Background 
Throughout history, there have been many attempts to create ideal or utopian societies. Robert Owen, a

British utopian socialist of the late 1700s and early 1800s, tried to establish an ideal community in New

Lanark, Scotland. He established many social reforms in attempt to cure such social ills as crime and

poverty; visitors to the town commented on its citizens’ contentment, kindness, good health, and

© Copyright 2013. The Johns Hopkins University. All Rights Reserved.  1
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productivity. In 1825, Owen tried unsuccessfully to recreate a similar community in the United States. In

the 1800s, John Smith, an American religious leader, tried to establish Mormon utopian communities that

stressed social idealism. Shaker communities, established in the late 1700s in the United States, emphasized

communal living, productive labor, celibacy, and gender equality. The Harmony Society, based in

Pennsylvania until it dissolved in 1905, had similar beliefs as the Shakers; it advocated community living,

celibacy, an no individual possessions. Brook Farm in Massachusetts, a communal community based on

transcendentalism that existed from 1841 to 1847, was an attempt to establish a perfect society. In the

Oneida Community, in operation in New York from the mid-1800s until 1881, all property, meals,

schooling, and childrearing were communal. Groups that strive to create utopia-like communities today

include the Mennonites, the Amish, and Hasidic Jews.

Information about attempts to establish utopian communities in the United States can be found on the

Internet, including the following site:

• “The Amana Colonies: Utopias in America” on the National Park Services National Register of

Historic Places website at: www.nps.gov/history/nr/travel/amana/utopia.htm

The community described in The Giver is one that values control and contentment. From birth until death,

people’s lives are scripted by the Committee of Elders. Children are named and then assigned to their

“parents.” Individuals must apply for a mate, and couples must apply for a child. Clothing, food,

schooling, transportation, emotions, social interactions, and recreation are all standardized. Death – what

community members call “release” – is also controlled; old people, infirm babies, and criminals are all

released when it is determined that they are no longer of any use to the community. The outside world –

bad weather, animals, varying terrains, and other cultures – all are unknown to the people in Jonas’

society. Scientists have altered the genetic makeup of the citizens to ensure that there is little physical

variation between people. The scientists have also taken away the ability to see color because color is

though to create differences, and they prescribe drugs to prevent people from feeling sexual attraction.

Even careers are assigned based on a person’s apparent aptitudes. All of this standardization ensures

contentedness throughout the community and a complete lack of emotional variation, but this

contentedness comes with a price. Granted, since the citizens do not have any memories of war, pain, or

terror, they do not experience any displeasure. But without displeasure, they also do not experience joy,

love, or ecstasy.

About the Author 
Lois Lowry was born in 1937 in Hawaii. She learned to read before she was four years old, and decided

to become an author. “I remember the feeling of excitement that I had, the first time that I realized each

letter had a sound, and the sounds went together to make words; and the words became sentences, and the

sentences became stories. I was very young – not yet four years old.  It was then that I decided that one

day I would write books.” Lowry’s father, an officer in the Army Dental Corps, was away from home

during much of Lowry’s childhood. “That’s probably why I’ve written a terrific father figure into almost

all of my books – sort of a fantasy of mine while growing up,” she says.  Lowry skipped two grades and

was the youngest, usually the smallest, in every grade. She attended Brown University for two years, then

left school to marry. She raised four children and worked as a freelance writer and photographer before

becoming a novelist.

Lowry has written the popular Anastasia Krupnik series, about a spunky, funny adolescent girl, and won
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the 1994 Newbery Medal for The Giver. She was once asked what her purpose was in writing books for

adolescents. “I answered that it was to make a reader feel less alone... Adolescence is very often a painfully

lonely time; and it is a time when communication is difficult.  A book can be a vehicle for communication;

and a book can alleviate the sense of isolation that sometimes makes growing up lonely.” Other books by

Lois Lowry include A Summer To Die; Find a Stranger, Say Goodbye; the Anastasia Krupnik series;        Au-

tumn Street; The One Hundredth Thing About Caroline; Rabble Starkey; Number the Stars; and Your Move,

J.P.!

Bulletin Board 
The following are ways to enhance the study of The Giver through the use of a bulletin board display.

• Post pictures, phrases, and quotes related to the idea of trying to establish a utopian community.

• Have the class make a collage of different people from all over the world. Instruct them to include

pictures of different nationalities, outfits, ages, occupations, activities, etc. Discuss how different our

world would be if there were no diversity and everyone shared the same culture.  

Writer’s Craft
The Writer’s Craft boxes in the Partner Discussion Guide for The Giver focus on exposition, flashback,

language, suspense, plot and subplot, and complication.
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Reading Showcase
Consider reading short stories of the science fiction genre such as those in Ray Bradury’s The Martian

Chronicles or in Philip Dick’s Selected Stories of Philip K. Dick.

Author Study
Share biographical information about Lois Lowry with the students. As an additional project or for extra

credit, have students create a visual representation of Lowry’s life as a writer. Direct them to include

photography, a brief biography focusing on aspects of Bertrand’s life that may have influenced her

writing, a review of her writing, and anything else they think would increase a reader’s understand of her

writing.

Possible sources include:  

• “Learning About Lois Lowry” on Kay E. Vandergrift’s Special Interest Page at            

www.scils.rutgers.edu/~kvander/lowry.html

Prior Knowledge Building
Tell students that The Giver is a science fiction novel. Science fiction novels usually have futuristic settings

and often show how advanced science and technology influence society. The Giver is set in the future, and

people live very differently because scientists have learned to control many of the unpredictable factors in

life. Ask students what they would change in our society if they were able to? Why would they change these

things? How might they change these things? What kinds of things or people would they want to control?

Why? 

Introduce the topic of government control. How do a government’s laws protect its citizens? Consider

world history and identify governments that lost control of its’ citizens and other governments that had

strict control over its’ citizens. Would either type of country be a pleasant place to live? Why or why not?

How much government control is too much? How much is too little?

Have students discuss what their lives would be like if every day of their lives were planned for them –for

example, what they would wear, what they would eat, what kind of job they would have as an adult, whom

they would marry, and who their children would be.  

Have students speculate about the characteristics of the futuristic society in The Giver. Have students share

questions they would like to have answered about this futuristic society. Have students note and comment

on the text and illustrations on the book’s front and back covers. Have students guess the meaning of the

novel’s title.
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Vocabulary List A

Glossary of Starred Words
intrigued curious; very interested

ironic mocking; sarcastic

apprehensive nervous; troubled; worried

distraught very upset or troubled; frantic

defiant rebellious; showing opposition; disobedient

supplementary additional; providing the extra that is needed

prominent having a position of great status and recognition

aptitude a natural ability or talent

Sample Meaningful Sentences for Starred Words
1. Maria has spent hours looking through her library book because she is intrigued that the insect world

includes so many different and unusual creatures.

2. “So, Sherman, did you get your beauty sleep this morning?” the teacher asked in an ironic tone, as she

handed him a detention slip for being late the third time that week.

3. I was excited about taking karate lessons, but also a little apprehensive because I didn’t know whether

or not I would do well.

4. Mom was very distraught when she lost her bus pass because she had no money to buy another one,

and she needed it to go to work.

5. When the teacher told her students to sit, Jim was defiant and stood up instead.

6. Since the math textbook did not provide students with enough word problems, Mrs. Sharpton always

assigned supplementary ones from another book she had.

7. Everyone recognized Mr. Jackson when he walked into the classroom because he was a prominent

politician who was always on talk radio and in the news, and the students were honored that he would

visit them.

sleek (p. 1)

*intrigued (p. 1)

squat (p. 1)

*ironic (p. 2)

palpable (p. 3)

*apprehensive (p. 4)

*distraught (p. 4)

ritual (p. 5)

*defiant (p. 5)

disposition (p. 7)

*supplementary (p. 7)

essential (p. 8)

capacity (p. 8)

*prominent (p. 8)

transgression (p. 9)

confided (p. 12)

adherence (p. 12)

*aptitude (p. 15)

Before Reading: Chapters 1-5

© Copyright 2013. The Johns Hopkins University. All Rights Reserved.  5
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8. Jorge has a great deal of musical aptitude, but he needs to study and practice his instrument in order

to turn all that natural talent into real skill.

Writer’s Craft
Exposition

In the first part of a story, the exposition, the author sets the scene. We learn about the characters and the

setting – the time and place in which the action occurs. We learn some of the background of the story.

We might begin to suspect what problems the characters will have to face – in other words, the story’s

conflict. 

Flashbacks

A writer may use flashbacks to develop the exposition. Flashbacks are descriptions of events that occurred

before the beginning of the story itself. The writer can bring these up through a character’s memories,

or through conversations or dreams. When you read a story containing flashbacks, make sure you know

which events are taking place at the time of the story, and which ones took place earlier.

As you read this section of The Giver, see how much you can learn about Jonas, his family, and his

friends. Also see how much you can learn about Jonas’ community (the setting of the story). Where do

you think the conflict in the story might come from? 

Before Reading: Chapters 1-5
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SAMPLE 
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Before ReadingDuring Reading: Chapters 1-5

Team Practice: Chapters 1 through 2
Section I: Read chapters 1 and 2. Discuss the following questions and activities with your partner or team.

Write your answers, while your partner answers separately. Feel free to use your book to locate facts and

to complete responses.

1. Describe the setting (time and place) in which this story occurs. Why do you think the incident

with the unidentified plane is so frightening to Jonas?  

The story takes place sometime in the future. The setting is Jonah’s community, but we are not told its

name or geographical location. The community is very tightly governed, and Jonas knows that planes

are not permitted to fly over the community.  This security breach alarms him. Like other community

members, he is confused and deeply unsettled by any departure from the expected rules.

2. Although Jonas and Asher are good friends, their personalities are very different. In the Venn

diagram below, list some similarities and differences between Jonas and Asher. 

Some possible answers are shown.
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3. Describe several rules that the people in Jonas’ community must obey.  

Answers may vary. Possible answers include the following: 

• Aircraft are not allowed to fly over the community.

• Community members must obey the Speaker instantly.

• Community members must use precise language.

• Apologies are required for all offenses. 

• Each family may have one male and one female child.

• No one is allowed to hide feelings.

• Infants are not to be called by name until they undergo the Naming Ceremony in December.

• The Committee of Elders assigns young people their jobs at the ceremony that takes place in

December of their twelfth year. Prior to that time, children are expected to do volunteer

service in whichever workstations interest them.

Asher

carefree and absentminded

often mixes up his words

Jonas

studious and thoughtful

careful in his use of language

Both

11 years old 

like to have fun

friendly and

cheerful

SAMPLE 
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During Reading: ChaptersDuring Reading: Chapters 1-5
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4. What are some of the rituals in Jonas’ community? What is their purpose?  

The telling of feelings encourages communication and bonding between family members. At the same

time, it means that no feelings are ever allowed to remain private. Yearly ceremonies in December

mark the passage of children from one age group to another, including changes in their privileges and

responsibilities. The ceremony of Twelve marks the end of childhood.

5. What job does Jonas’ father have?  Why did he break a rule at his job? 

Jonas’ father is a Nurturer who takes care of babies during their first year of life. He has been worried

about one of the male Newchildren who is not doing well. Jonas’ father looked up the name of the

struggling Newchild, number Thirty-Six, even though the child has not been publicly named at the

Naming Ceremony.  He did this because he thought that calling the child by name might provide

better nurturing.

6. List the different reasons that can lead to someone being “released.” What is the same in all

cases? What is different, depending on the circumstances? What do you think the term “released”

really means? 

Several different situations can lead to someone being released. Newborn children may be released if

they are seen as not developing normally. This is considered a sad situation, because they have not had

a chance to enjoy life in the community. When the elderly are released, however, there is rejoicing as

the community celebrates a life well lived. In all other cases, however, release is a punishment. An

adult may be released for making a grievous error, such as that of the pilot who mistakenly flew a jet

over the community, or for deliberately breaking the rules a third time after two warnings. In this case,

the release is considered a sign of terrible failure and disgrace. These situations are never again

mentioned afterwards. Students’ speculations about the meaning of “release” will vary.

Guided Discussion
Discuss some of the key questions and activities in this section. During your discussion with students,

feel free to include questions that are not in the Partner Discussion Guide, such as 

• What are your first impressions of Jonas’ community?

• When and where do you think the story takes place?

• Why do Jonas and his sister call bears and elephants imaginary creatures? What does their belief

imply about their community?

• What is your response to the evening telling of feelings ritual? Why do you think this is practiced in

Jonas’ community? How would you like to practice this ritual in your home?

• Relate chapters 1 and 2 to the novel’s essential questions:

o How do you feel about the rules in Jonas’ community? Why do you think these rules exist?

o Would you like to live in Jonas’ community? Why or why not? 

SAMPLE 

Do Not Duplicate



Before Reading: Chapters 1-5
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Vocabulary List B

Glossary of Starred Words
glared looked at angrily

chastise to scold; to punish

hoarded saved in a safe place; kept in reserve

remorse a deep feeling of guilt and sorrow about a wrong one has committed

bewildered very confused

gravitating being attracted to; tending to move toward

infraction the breaking of a rule or law

vague not clear; uncertain

Sample Meaningful Sentences for Starred Words
1. I glared at the bullies as they walked away with my lunch money, my eyes blazing with helpless anger

and frustration.

2. Mrs. Hoover decided to chastise her disobedient son by making him sit quietly in the house while her

other children were allowed to run and play outside.

3. Jonathan hoarded his candy in a small bag in his dresser drawer to keep it away from his little sisters.

4. Randall felt such remorse over the money he had stolen from Gerard that he promised to pay it back

and do whatever else was necessary to be forgiven and to restore their friendship.

5. Mr. Dieter was completely bewildered by Sharnae’s angry outburst because he thought she was happy

with her job and he didn’t understand what had gone wrong.

6. As the afternoon wore on, the children began gravitating toward the snack bar, drawn to its delights

like bees to a honeycomb.  

7. Mrs. Saunders just gave John a warning the first time he disrupted the class, but at the second infrac-

tion she moved his desk and gave him a note to take home to his parents.

*glared (p. 20)

*chastise (p. 20)

rarity (p. 21)

petulantly (p. 22)

reluctantly (p. 22)

*hoarded (p. 32)

*remorse (p. 23)

*bewildered (adj., p. 23)

nondescript (p. 24)

hovered (p. 25)

reflective (p. 25)

*gravitating (p. 26)

tabulated (p. 28)

vividly (p. 34)

disquieting (p. 34)

invariably (p 26)

*infraction (p. 34)

*vague (p. 36)SAMPLE 
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8. Because Keanya’s driving instructions were vague, no one was really sure how to get to her house and

everyone got lost.

Before Reading: Chapters 1-5
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Writer’s Craft
Language

The way something is expressed in language can emotionally affect those who hear or read it. How did

you react when you read that Lily calls her stuffed animal a “comfort object”? Why did you feel this way?

Author Lois Lowry has changed commonly used labels or terms to ones that we are not used to hearing

or using. What other unusual terms have you noticed? Watch for others as you continue reading. Why

do you think Lowry has changed these common terms?

SAMPLE 

Do Not Duplicate



During Reading: Chapters 1-5
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Team Practice: Chapters 3 through 5
Section II: Read chapters 3 through 5. Discuss the following questions and activities with your partner or

team. Write your answers, while your partner answers separately. Feel free to use your book to locate facts

and to complete responses.

1. How does Lily’s mother react when Lily says she would like to be a Birthmother? Why? What is

different about the way children are born and cared for in this community? 

Lily’s mother does not want Lily to be a Birthmother because it is not considered an important

position and is not given much honor.  Also, a girl is a Birthmother for only three years and then she

works at physical labor for the rest of her life. We learn from this conversation that childbearing is

completely separate from family life in the community. It is simply a job like any other. The

Birthmothers have no interaction with the babies after they are born; they do not even see them. As we

saw in chapter 2, the babies are cared for at the Nurturing Center until their Naming, when they are

assigned to a family unit.

2. How are people corrected for minor infractions in Jonas’ community? Why was Jonas corrected

(p. 23)? Why had Jonas taken the apple home? 

When someone in the community commits a minor infraction, the Speaker makes a general

announcement as a reminder of the rule that was broken. Although the offender’s name is not

mentioned, everyone usually knows to whom the announcement is addressed. This humiliation is enough

to bring offenders into line without ever being personally reproached for their errors. Jonas was

corrected for taking home an apple he had picked up at the recreation area. Jonas took the apple home

because he was puzzled or mystified by it.  As he was throwing it to Asher, its appearance had changed

in a way he could not understand.  Asher had not noticed anything different about the apple.

3. Why does Jonas look forward to doing volunteer hours so much? Why does he like to work in

the House of the Old?  

Jonas looks forward to volunteer hours because this time is less structured than the rest of his day. He

can choose where to work, and sometimes works alongside his friends. He likes to work in the House

of the Old because he enjoys being with people, and he likes the feeling of safety in the Bathing Room

and the way the old people trust him.  

4. Why has Jonas never talked with his friend Benjamin about his successful work in the

Rehabilitation Center? Why do you think the community has a rule against bragging? How is this

similar to the rule about rudeness that Lily broke by mentioning Jonas’ unusual eyes (p. 20)?  

Jonas has never talked with Benjamin about his work because it would be almost impossible for

Benjamin to participate in such a conversation without inadvertently bragging. Bragging - like

praising – highlights an individual’s qualities that are different or unique. Since Jonas’ community

values sameness, not individuality, this is discouraged. The rule against rudeness is also based on the

same unwillingness to focus on qualities that make someone different from others.

5. What are Stirrings? How does the community respond to them? How does this relate to the rule

SAMPLE 
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During Reading: Chapters

about nakedness (p. 30)? 

Stirrings are the beginnings of sexual feelings that young adults experience. As soon as people begin

to experience these feelings, they start to take pills to eliminate their sexual drive. This is entirely

consistent with the community’s rule about nakedness. It is against the law for children or adults to look

at another person’s nakedness (except for the very young or the very old).  The author tells us about

this rule because it is significant and strange. Apparently even married people do not ever see each

other naked, and probably do not have a sexual relationship (since we also know that babies come

from birthmothers at the Birthing Center).   

6. The author of The Giver uses unusual words to describe family and social relationships and

everyday objects. Some of our terms for these relationships and objects are listed in the chart

below. For each term listed in the left column, give the term used in Jonas’ society in the right

column. How do these terms affect the mood or feeling the story gives us? 

Some possible answers are shown.

The terms used in Jonas’ community create emotional distance. The words are very precise, but they

During Reading: Chapters 1-5
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The Terms We Use The Terms Jonas’ Community Uses

baby newchild

boy male

family family unit

husband or wife spouse

friends group of elevens

home dwelling

bedroom sleeping room

career assignment

are stripped of much of their emotional meaning for both the characters and readers. For example, the

term family usually evokes warm feelings and thoughts. The term family unit, however, makes the

family seem colder, more like a program, and it doesn’t express the warmth of the word family.

SAMPLE 
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During Reading: Chapters 1-5
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Guided Discussion
Discuss some of the key questions and activities in this section. During your discussion with students,

feel free to include questions that are not in the Partner Discussion Guide, such as 

• What do you think happened to the apple that Jonas saw change? Why didn’t anyone else notice the

change?

• What new things do you learn about the process of release in these chapters? Do you have any

further speculations about what happens during release?

• Relate chapters 3 through 5 to the novel’s essential questions:

o Why do you think the community has strict control over its citizens’ sexual activities? How

does this benefit the community? Why does everyone in the community seem agreeable to

these rules? Do you think there is a negative effect to these strict rules?

o Does our society have any rules or laws that target people’s abilities to reproduce? If so,

what are they, and why were they established? Are they good for society or not?

SAMPLE 

Do Not Duplicate



Literature-Related Writing
Literature-related writing activities may be completed in class or assigned as homework. 

A. If the Committee of Elders in Jonas’ community visited your school, what things would they want to

change? Create a list of ten important rules you think they would want to enforce in your school.

Present the list to your classmates and explain why you think the elders would create these rules.

B. Write a letter to the Committee of Elders requesting that they change the bicycle riding age rule. Give

your reasons.

Sample Springboard Activity

u Ask students to identify policies in school that they don’t like. Write one (or two) of these on
chart paper or the chalkboard.

u Discuss why the policy exists. What would happen at school if the policy were not in place?

u Discuss reasons why the policy is not a good one. Why would it be better to get rid of the
policy than to keep it?

u Discuss whether or not students reasoning would be convincing to the school administrators.
What would you need to say and how would you need to say it?

After Reading: Chapters 1-5
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Mini-Lesson: Persuasive Letter Writing 
The lesson contains two transparencies (pages__ and __). 

Display and read Writing a Persuasive

Letter Transparency #1.

Display and read Writing a Persuasive

Letter Transparency #2.

The lists a few steps to follow when writing a persuasive

letter.

This transparency contains a sample persuasive letter.

Discuss the letter by asking questions such as the

following:

• Who wrote the letter and who is the reader?

• What common ground is mentioned in the letter?

• What does Andre, the writer, want Principal Brown, the

reader, to do?

• Are Andre’s reasons convincing? Why or why not?

• Does Andre address objections that he expects the

principal to have? If so, how does he do this?

• Does the letter have a respectful tone?

• Did Andre check his grammar and spelling?

• What improvements would you make in the letter?

Explain.

SAMPLE 
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After Reading: Chapters 1-5
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C. If someone were to tell about your life during the Ceremony of Release, what would he or she say?

Write the speech that would be given to describe your youth, adulthood, career, and family life.

Extension Activities
Extension activities may be completed in class or assigned as homework.

A. Obtain a recommended reading list from your school, or a listing of movies currently showing in your

area. From what you know about Jonas’ community, which of these books or movies would be

allowed? Would these things be allowed at all? Explain your conclusions to your class.

B. Use the descriptions provided in the book to draw a picture or make a map of Jonas’ community.  

Relate the persuasive writing tips to

the student’s persuasive writing

assignment.

Discuss the students’ current assignment as it relates to the

persuasive writing tips presented in the mini-lesson.

SAMPLE 
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Student Name:___________________________________

Class:___________________________________

Vocabulary Test: Chapters 1-5 
Select the best synonym to replace the italicized word in each sentence below.

Write a meaningful sentence for each of the following vocabulary words:

9. intrigued

10. aptitude

1. Marissa’s plan was vague.

a. sound

b. clever

c. foolish

d. unclear

2. Charles hoarded the golf balls.

a. stored

b. searched for

c. stole

d. sold

3. Larry made an ironic statement.

a. confusing

b. mocking

c. sensitive

d. angry

4. The children looked apprehensive.

a. worried

b. excited

c. disobedient

d. bored

Select the best word to complete each sentence below.

5. A prominent person is

a. confident

b. respected

c. talented

d. mysterious

6. The opposite of defiant is

a. tough

b. smart

c. agreeable

d. lazy

7. If you are distraught, you are

a. in danger

b. peaceful

c. troubled

d. weak

8. Supplementary is the same as

a. new

b. additional

c. required

d. orderly

SAMPLE 
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11. glared

12. chastise

13. remorse

14. bewildered

15. gravitating

16. infraction

Vocabulary Test: Chapters 1-5 continued...
Write a meaningful sentence for each of the following vocabulary words:

SAMPLE 

Do Not Duplicate
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Teacher’s Copy

Vocabulary Test: Chapters 1-5 
Select the best synonym to replace the italicized word in each sentence below.

Write a meaningful sentence for each of the following vocabulary words:

9. intrigued

10. aptitude

1. Marissa’s plan was vague.

a. sound

b. clever

c. foolish

d. unclear

2. Charles hoarded the golf balls.

a. stored

b. searched for

c. stole

d. sold

3. Larry made an ironic statement.

a. confusing

b. mocking

c. sensitive

d. angry

4. The children looked apprehensive.

a. worried

b. excited

c. disobedient

d. bored

Select the best word to complete each sentence below.

5. A prominent person is

a. confident

b. respected

c. talented

d. mysterious

6. The opposite of defiant is

a. tough

b. smart

c. agreeable

d. lazy

7. If you are distraught, you are

a. in danger

b. peaceful

c. troubled

d. weak

8. Supplementary is the same as

a. new

b. additional

c. required

d. orderly
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Teacher’s Copy

11. glared

12. chastise

13. remorse

14. bewildered

15. gravitating

16. infraction

Answers will vary. 

Vocabulary Test: Chapters 1-5 continued...
Write a meaningful sentence for each of the following vocabulary words:

SAMPLE 

Do Not Duplicate
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Student Name:___________________________________

Class:___________________________________

Literature Test: Chapters 1-5 

Read each question carefully. Respond to each question with a well-developed paragraph

(introduction, middle, and ending). Be sure to support your answer with details and examples from

the selection.

1.  Describe the setting of The Giver. Give some examples of the rules and rituals of Jonas’

community. What conclusions do you draw about the community based on its system of rules?

Is this a place you would choose to live? Explain. 

2. List the three different reasons why people in the community are “released.” Tell how the

community views different types of releases. Is there a conflict among the causes for release?

Explain. 

SAMPLE 
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3. What is unusual about the way families are set up? How are things like birth, marriage, and

death very different in Jonas’ community from the way of life in present-day America? Why do

you think Jonas’ community handles the stages of life in this manner? Use details from the novel

to support your answers. 

4. How does the community view differences among people? Give an example. 

5. Why is Jonas apprehensive about the Ceremony of Twelve? 

Literature Test: Chapters 1-5 continued...

Read each question carefully. Respond to each question with a well-developed paragraph

(introduction, middle, and ending). Be sure to support your answer with details and examples from

the selection.

SAMPLE 
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Teacher’s Copy

Literature Test: Chapters 1-5 

Read each question carefully. Respond to each question with a well-developed paragraph

(introduction, middle, and ending). Be sure to support your answer with details and examples from

the selection.

1.  Describe the setting of The Giver. Give some examples of the rules and rituals of Jonas’

community. What conclusions do you draw about the community based on its system of rules?

Is this a place you would choose to live? Explain. 

This book is set in the future. Jonas lives in a small community that has many rules that must be obeyed.

Each family is allowed two children, a boy and a girl. Children are grouped by age. The age groups

move up to the next stage each year at a special ceremony. Between the ages of eight and twelve,

children do many hours of volunteer work according to their interests. Community members must use

exact language to describe their experiences. Every evening, each family has a time to share feelings.

Each member must share any strong feeling he or she had during the day. Community members must

not brag or call attention to ways that people are different. This is considered rude. Except for small

babies and the very old, people are not allowed to see one another’s nakedness. Students will likely

express different opinions about the appeal of the community. Accept answers supported with evidence

from the text.

2. List the three different reasons why people in the community are “released.” Tell how the

community views different types of releases. Is there a conflict among the causes for release?

Explain. 

Small babies can be released if they do not grow and develop as they should. When this occurs, there

is a sense of failure and sadness. People are sorry that the infant will not have a chance to grow up.

They also wonder whether there was something they could have done to help the baby. The elderly are

also released. At this type of release, people honor and celebrate the life that the person has lived.

Finally, adults may be released as a punishment for making serious mistakes or for repeatedly

breaking the community rules. Release, therefore, is used as both a celebration and a punishment.

Typically, what is used as reward is not used as a disciplinary consequence, which may alert students

to the fact that being “released” is not fully understood by the community members.

3. What is unusual about the way families are set up? How are things like birth, marriage, and

death very different in Jonas’ community from the way of life in present-day America? Why do

you think Jonas’ community handles the stages of life in this manner? Use details from the novel

to support your answers. 

In Jonas’ community, the committee creates families. Women called Birthmothers give birth to the

babies, but never see them. Instead, the infants are cared for at the Nurturing Center. At the Naming

Ceremony that occurs during the infants’ first year, they are assigned to families. Sexual attraction has

no place in the community. When young people begin to feel attracted to those of the opposite sex, they

are given special pills. They take the pills their entire adult lives to make these “Stirrings” go away.

Men and women don’t choose spouses; marriage partners are assigned by the committee and not

everyone is considered to have the capacity for marriage. After couples have raised their children and
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become too old for work, they go to live in the House of the Old until they are “released.” Students’

answers will vary about why the community handles the stages of life in this manner.

4. How does the community view differences among people? Give an example. 

The community values sameness, not individual differences.  Examples will vary, but may include the

incident when Jonas considered Lily rude for mentioning his different, light-colored eyes. Children

dress alike according to their ages, Jonas describes his tunic as “nondescript,” and all females under

nine must wear hair ribbons. Jonas is uncomfortable mentioning his friend Benjamin’s

accomplishments, since these set him apart from others.

5. Why is Jonas apprehensive about the Ceremony of Twelve? 

Jonas is apprehensive about the Ceremony of Twelve because he will be given his adult Assignment,

which will determine his job for the rest of his life. He will begin to train for his new job, and will no

longer spend his time with his Group of Elevens in recreation or volunteer hours. Jonas is also

apprehensive because he does not have any idea what his assignment will be. 

Teacher’s Copy

Literature Test: Chapters 1-5 continued...

Read each question carefully. Respond to each question with a well-developed paragraph

(introduction, middle, and ending). Be sure to support your answer with details and examples from

the selection.
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